
 

 

 

 

Plainfield Public Schools 

English Language Arts 

Curriculum Unit 

 
Grade/Course Grade Eleven / English III 
Unit of Study Unit Three: Reading Informational Text / Writing Argumentative Essays 
Pacing  5 – 7 Weeks 
 

Unit 
Overview 

 
 
 

In this unit, students will continue to focus on reading and writing about 

informational texts.  By the completion of the unit, students will 
demonstrate understanding of the craft and structure of an 

informational piece, including how writers refine their use of language 
throughout a text.  
 

Students will also develop their abilities to construct a well-organized 
argument using informational texts they have read and analyzed.   

After completing a variety of performance tasks to further develop 
these skills, students will produce a research-based argumentative 
essay. This piece satisfies a core requirement of the district student 

writing portfolio (W.CCR.2). 
 

 

UNIT STANDARDS 

PRIORITY STANDARDS 
 
 
READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT 
 
RI.11.1  Accurately cite strong and thorough textual evidence e.g., via discussion, 

written response, etc.) to support analysis of what the  text says explicitly 
as well as inferentially, including determining where the text leaves matters 
uncertain. 

RI.11.2  Determine two or more central ideas of a text and analyze their   
  development and how they interact and build on one another to provide a  

complex analysis; provide an objective summary of the text. 
RI.11.3  Analyze a complex set of ideas or sequence of events and explain how  
  specific individuals, ideas, or events interact and develop over the course  
  of the text. 
RI.11.4  Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text,  
  including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; analyze how an  
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  author uses and refines the meaning of a key term or terms over the course 
  of a text (e.g., how Madison defines faction in Federalist No. 10). 
RI.11.5  Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure an author uses in  
  his or her exposition or argument, including whether the structure makes  
  points clear, convincing, and engaging. 
 
WRITING 
 
W.11.1  Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or  
  texts, using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 

a. Introduce precise, knowledgeable claim(s), establish the significance of 
the claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or opposing claims, and 
create an organization that logically sequences claim(s), counterclaims, 
reasons, and evidence.  
b. Develop claim(s) and counterclaims avoiding common logical fallacies 
and using sound reasoning thoroughly, supplying the most relevant 
evidence for each while pointing out the strengths and limitations of both in 
a manner that anticipates the audience’s knowledge level, concerns, 
values, and possible biases.  
c. Use transitions (e.g.words, phrases, and clauses) to link the major 
sections of the text, create cohesion, and clarify the relationships between 
claim(s) and reasons, between reasons and evidence, and between claim(s) 
and counterclaims.  
d. Establish and maintain a style and tone appropriate to the audience and 
purpose (e.g. formal and objective for academic writing) while attending to 
the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they are writing.  
e. Provide a concluding paragraph or section that follows from and 
supports the argument presented. 

W.11.4  Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, 
  and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 

 

 

SUPPORTING STANDARDS 
 
READING LITERATURE 
 
RL. 11.1    Cite strong and thorough textual evidence and make relevant connections to support  
                  analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text,  
                  including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain. 
 
RL. 11.2      Determine two or more themes or central ideas of a text and analyze 
                    their development over the course of the text, including how they  
                    interact and build on one another to produce a complex account, and  
                   provide an objective summary of the text. 
 
RL. 11.3     Analyze the impact of the author's choices regarding how to develop 
                   and relate elements of a story or drama (e.g., where a story is set, how  
                   the action is ordered, how the characters are introduced and   
                   developed). 
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RL. 11.4   Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in the  
                 text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact  
                 of specific word choices on meaning and tone, including words with 
                 multiple meanings or language that is particularly fresh, engaging, or  
                 beautiful (e.g., Shakespeare as well as other authors). 
 
RL. 11.6    Analyze a case in which grasping a point of view requires 
                 distinguishing what is directly stated in a text from what is really meant 
                  (e.g., satire, sarcasm, irony, or understatement). 

 

 
READING INFORMATIONAL TEXT 
 
RI.11.6  Determine an author’s point of view or purpose in a text in which the rhetoric is  
  particularly effective, analyzing how style and content contribute to the power,  
  persuasiveness or beauty of the text. 
RI.11.8  Delineate and evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. texts, including the   
  application of constitutional principles and use of legal reasoning (e.g., in U.S.  
  Supreme Court majority opinions and dissents) and the premises, purposes, and  
  arguments in works of public advocacy (e.g., The Federalist, presidential   
  addresses). 
 
WRITING 
 
W.11.5  Develop and strengthen writing as needed by planning, revising, editing,   
  rewriting, or trying a new approach, or consulting a style manual (such as MLA or  

APA Style), focusing on addressing what is most significant for a specific purpose 
and audience. 

W.11.6  Use technology, including the Internet, to produce, publish, and update individual 
  or shared writing products in response to ongoing feedback, including new  
  arguments or information. 
W.11.8  Gather relevant information from multiple authoritative print and digital sources,  
  using advanced searches effectively; assess the strengths and limitations of each 
  source in terms of the task, purpose, and audience; integrate information into the 
  text selectively to maintain the flow of ideas, avoiding plagiarism and overreliance 
  on any one source and following a standard format for citation (MLA or APA Style 

Manuals). 
W.11.9b Apply grades 11–12 Reading standards to literary nonfiction (e.g., “Delineate and 
  evaluate the reasoning in seminal U.S. texts, including the application of   
  constitutional principles and use of legal reasoning [e.g., in U.S. Supreme Court  
  Case majority opinions and dissents] and the premises, purposes, and arguments 
  in works of public advocacy [e.g., The Federalist, presidential addresses]”). 
W.11.10 Write routinely over extended time frames (time for research, reflection, and  
  revision) and shorter time frames (a single sitting or a day or two) for a range of  
  tasks, purposes, and audiences. 
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SPEAKING AND LISTENING 
 
SL.11.1  Initiate and participate effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, 
in groups, and teacher-led) with  peers on grades 11 – 12 topics, texts, and issues, building on 
others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuas ively. 

a. Come to discussions prepared, having read and researched material under study; 
explicitly draw on that preparation by referring to evidence from texts and other research 
on the topic or issue to stimulate a thoughtful, well- reasoned exchange of ideas.  
b. Collaborate with peers to promote civil, democratic discussions and decision making, 
set clear goals and assessments (e.g. student-developed rubrics), and establish 
individual roles as needed.  
c. Propel conversations by posing and responding to questions that probe reasoning and 
evidence; ensure a hearing for a full range of positions on a topic or issue; clarify, verify, 
or challenge ideas and conclusions; and promote divergent and creative perspectives.  
d. Respond thoughtfully to diverse perspectives; synthesize comments, claims, and 
evidence made on all sides of an issue; resolve contradictions when possible; and 
determine what additional information or research is required to deepen the investigation 
or complete the task.  

SL11.2 Integrate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., 
visually, quantitatively, orally) in order to make informed decisions and solve problems, 
evaluating the credibility and accuracy of each source and noting any discrepancies among the 
data.  
SL11.3 Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of evidence and rhetoric, 
assessing the stance, premises, links among ideas, word choice, points of emphasis, and tone 
used.  
SL11.4 Present information, findings, and supporting evidence clearly, concisely, and logically. 
The content, organization, development, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and 
audience. 
 
 
LANGUAGE 
 
L.11.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when 
writing or speaking.  

a. Apply the understanding that usage is a matter of convention, can change over time, 
and is sometimes contested.  

L.11.2 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization,  
            punctuation, and spelling when writing.  

a. Observe hyphenation conventions.  
b. Spell correctly.  

L.11.3 Apply knowledge of language to make effective choices for meaning or style, and to 
comprehend more fully when reading, writing, speaking, or listening.  

a. Vary syntax for effect, consulting references (e.g., Tufte’s Artful Sentences) for 
guidance as needed; apply an understanding of syntax to the study of complex texts 
when reading.  

L.11.4 4. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and  
phrases based on grades 11–12 reading and content, choosing flexibly from a range of 
strategies.  

a. Use context (e.g., the overall meaning of a sentence, paragraph, or text; a word’s 
position or function in a sentence) as a clue to the meaning of a word or phrase.  
b. Identify and correctly use patterns of word changes that indicate different meanings or 
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parts of speech (e.g., conceive, conception, conceivable).  
c. Consult general and specialized reference materials (e.g., dictionaries, glossaries, 
thesauruses), both print and digital, to find the pronunciation of a word or determine or 
clarify its precise meaning, its part of speech, its etymology, or its standard usage.  
d. Verify the preliminary determination of the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g., by 
checking the inferred meaning in context or in a dictionary) 

L.11.5 Demonstrate understanding of figurative language, word relationships, and nuances in 
word meanings.  

a. Interpret figures of speech (e.g., hyperbole, paradox) in context and analyze their role 
in the text.  
b. Analyze nuances in the meaning of words with similar denotations.  

L.11.6 Acquire and use accurately general academic and domain-specific words and phrases, 
sufficient for reading, writing, speaking, and listening at the college and career readiness level; 
demonstrate independence in gathering vocabulary knowledge when considering a word or 
phrase important to comprehension or expression. 

 

“UNWRAPPED” District Power Standards 

Informational Text 
RI.11.1          Accurately CITE strong and thorough textual evidence (e.g. via discussion, 

 written response, etc.) to SUPPORT analysis of what  
                      the text says explicitly as well as inferentially, including  
                      DETERMINING where the text leaves matters uncertain. 

 
RI.11.4 DETERMINE the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a  

  text, including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; ANALYZE  
  how an author uses and refines the meaning of a key term over the course 
  of a text. 

 
RI.11.5 ANALYZE and EVALUATE the effectiveness of the structure an author  

  uses in his or her exposition or argument, including whether the structure  
  makes points clear, convincing, and engaging. 
 

Writing 
W.11.1 WRITE arguments to SUPPORT claims in an analysis of substantive 

topics or texts, USING valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient 
evidence. 
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“Unwrapped” Skills 

(students need to be able to do) 

“Unwrapped” Concepts 

(students need to know) 

DOK 

Levels 

 
POWER STANDARD: RI.11.1 

 CITE 

 
 
 

 SUPPORT 
 

 
 

 DETERMINE 

 Accurately 

 Strong and thorough textual 
evidence 
  

 Analysis of text 
o explicitly 

o inferentially 
 

 where the text leaves 

matters uncertain 

 
 

2 
 

 
 

Students Can: 

 Draw inferences from informational text to make and support an analysis that 

goes beyond the obvious by using strong and thorough evidence 

 Determine where the text leaves matters uncertain and be able to infer what 
happens next 

 Support conclusions with explicit and implicit textual evidence 

 Synthesize evidence from throughout the text to best support conclusions 

 Explain the relationship between my analysis/inference/conclusion and textual 
evidence 
 

 

POWER STANDARD: RI.11.4 

 DETERMINE 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 ANALYZE 

 Meaning of words and 
phrases as used in text, 

including: 
o Figurative meaning 

o Connotative 
meaning 

o Technical meaning 

 
How an author uses and 

refines the meaning of a 
key term over the course 
of a text. 

 
 

 
2 
 

 
 

 
 
3 
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Students Can: 

 Determine how figurative, connotative, and technical words and phrases 

influence meaning.  

 Analyze how an author uses key terms throughout the text and how refining the 

definition over the course of a text impacts meaning. 

 Analyze text for word choice and analyze how the use of language advances the 

author's premise. 

 Analyze how words with multiple meanings can add depth to a text. 

 Examine the specific patterns of diction in the text, and determine its overall 
impact on meaning. 

 

POWER STANDARD: RI.11.5 

 ANALYZE 
 

 EVALUATE 

 the effectiveness of the 
structure an author uses in 

his/her exposition or 
argument, including whether 

structure makes points: 
o clear 
o convincing 

o engaging  

3 
 

 
 

Students Know: 

 Different types of expository texts (e.g. compare/ contrast, problem/ solution, 
cause/ effect, etc.). 

 How the manipulation of sentences, paragraphs, sections, and chapters all 
contribute to text structure. 

Students Can: 

 Evaluate the author's specific choices in text structure. 

 Analyze the effectiveness of a text structure in supporting the author's purpose. 

 Analyze and evaluate whether the text structure makes points clear, convincing 

and engaging. 

 Analyze and evaluate whether the text structure is effective in supporting an 

author's idea or claim. 

 Distinguish between an expository text and an argument. 

POWER STANDARD: W.11.1 

 WRITE 
 

 SUPPORT 

 
 

 Arguments   
 

 claims in an analysis of 

substantive topics or texts 
 

 
 
 

3 
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 USING 

 

 Valid reasoning 

 Relevant and sufficient 
evidence  

 
 

Students Know: 

 An argument is a logical way of demonstrating that a position, belief, or 

conclusion is based on reasoning and evidence gained from analysis of a topic 
or text. 

 A claim is a debatable thesis - something on which people could have differing 

opinions. 

 An analysis is an examination of a complex topic or issue. 

 The effectiveness of an argument is grounded in valid reasoning and appropriate 
evidence. 

 

Students Can: 

 

 Establish precise, knowledgeable claims that demonstrate a thorough analysis of 

a topic or text. 

 Structure arguments logically and thoroughly using relevant evidence. 

 Interpret, apply evidence, and establish significance to support claims. 

 Anticipate the knowledge, concerns, values, and biases of the audience. 

 Structure arguments logically by sequencing claims, counterclaims, reasons, and 

evidence. 

 Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone. 

 

 

 

 Unit Vocabulary Terms 

“Unwrapped” Power Standards 

Concepts 
Supporting Standards Concepts and 

Other Unit-Specific Terms  

 Analyze 

 Argument 

 Claims 

 Connotative meaning 

 Convincing 

 Counterclaim 

 Determine 

 Effectiveness 

 Engaging 

 Audience 

 Author’s point of view 

 Authoritative sources 

 Beauty of text 

 Central ideas 

 Constitutional principles 

 Counterclaim 

 Delineate 

 Explicitly 
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 Evaluate 

 Exposition 

 Figurative meaning 

 Refine  

 Relevant 

 Substantive 

 Technical meaning 

 Valid  
 

 
 

 Hyphenation 

 Inferences 

 Legal reasoning 

 Overreliance 

 Persuasiveness 

 Premise 

 Public advocacy 

 Purpose 

 Rhetoric 

 Seminal  

 Sequence of events 

 Syntax 

 Synthesize 

 Textual evidence 
 

 

Essential Questions  Corresponding Big Ideas 

How does determining and analyzing the 
meanings and uses of words in text help 
with comprehension? 

 
 

 
 
How does the structure of an argument 

affect the meaning of a text as a whole? 
 

 
 
 

How do you create a valid argument? 

You can understand a text more deeply by 
looking at the figurative, connotative, and 
technical meaning of words as well as 

analyzing how an author uses key terms 
over the course of a text. 

 
 
By making points clear, convincing, and 

engaging, a writer can make an argument  
easier to understand and more effective.  

 
 
You can create a valid argument by using 

logical reasoning and relevant and 
sufficient evidence. 

 

District Assessments 

 

 
 

Unit 3 Pre-Assessment 

 

 

 
ELA Grade 11 Common Assessment  

 

(See district assessment calendar) 
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Essential Questions Post-Assessment 
 

 

 

 
Engaging Learning Scenario 

 
The Big Brain Hall of Fame is about to be created and you have a part in the selection of 
the first ever class induction.  The nominees for this honor will be different from those in 

the Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown or the Oscar and Grammy winners because 
inductees can only be from the academic fields of Mathematics, Engineering, Science 

(including research and medicine), and/or Technology.  You are charged with selecting 
someone who has had a positive impact in the world and is considered a “genius”.  Your 
choice will be presented to the selection committee for consideration. 

 

 

Performance Task Synopses 

 
Task 1:  Read “Why Einstein Was a Genius” and analyze the structure of the author’s 

argument.  
 

Task 2:  Read “The Genius of Jobs” and analyze how the author defines and refines three 
key terms throughout the text. 
 

Task 3:  Discuss the criteria for being a “genius” and find three possible nominees for “The 
Big Brain” award. 

 
Task 4:  Write an argumentative essay supporting your nominee for The Big Brain Hall of 
Fame.  

 

Performance Task # 1 
In Detail 

 
Power Standards: RI.11.5 

Additional Standards: RI.11.1, RI.11.2, RI.11.3, RI.11.4, W.11.4, L.11.1, L.11.2 

 
 

Task 1 Detailed:  Read “Why Einstein Was a Genius” and analyze the structure of the 
author’s argument. 
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 Read “Why Einstein Was a Genius” http://news.sciencemag.org/2012/11/why-
einstein-was-genius 

 Write an objective summary of the article. 

 Analyze and evaluate the structure of the article. In your writing, answer the 
following questions: 

o What claim(s) does the author make? 
o How does the author structure his argument in this article? 

o Is this structure effective? 
o Does the structure make the author’s points 

 clear? 

 convincing? 
 engaging? 

 Demonstrate command of standard English grammar, usage, capitalization, 
punctuation, and spelling in your writing. 

 

 

4 3 

 

2 
 

1 

 All “Proficient” 

criteria plus 

  incorporates 
appropriate 

technical 
vocabulary within 

summary and/or 
analysis 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 summarizes the 

article 

 analyzes the 
structure of the 

author’s 
argument 

 evaluates the 
structure of the 

author’s 
argument 

 cites evidence 

from the text to 
support analysis 

 states the 
author’s claim(s) 

 demonstrates 

command of 
standard 

English 
grammar, 

usage, 
capitalization, 
punctuation, 

 Meets __4_ of 

the “Proficient” 
criteria 

 

 Meets fewer 

than _4_ of the 
“Proficient” 
criteria 

 Task to be 
repeated after 

re-teaching 

 Comments: 
 

 
Performance Task # 1 Scoring Guide 

http://news.sciencemag.org/2012/11/why-einstein-was-genius
http://news.sciencemag.org/2012/11/why-einstein-was-genius
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and spelling 
 

Key 

4 = Exceeding the Standards 

3= Meeting the Standards (Proficient) 

2= Approaching the Standards 

1= Below Standard 

 

 

 

Performance Task # 2 
In Detail 

Power Standards: RI.11.4 

Additional Standards: RI.11.1, RI.11.2, L.11.1, L.11.2, L.11.4 

 
Task 2 Detailed:  

 Read “The Genius of Jobs” 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/30/opinion/sunday/steve-jobss-
genius.html?_r=0&pagewanted=all&pagewanted=print 

 Write an objective summary of the text. 

 Analyze how the author defines and refines three key terms over the course of the 

text, citing examples that support your analysis. Some possible terms: 
o genius 

Interdisciplinary Connections and 
Related Focus Standards 

Specific to Task #1 

21st Century Learning Skills 

Specific to Task #1 

 
 

 
 

 Check all those that apply for each task:  
 

❑ Teamwork and Collaboration 

❑ Initiative and Leadership 

❑ Curiosity and Imagination 

❑ Innovation and Creativity  

 Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

❑ Flexibility and Adaptability 

 Effective Oral and Written Communication 
 Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/30/opinion/sunday/steve-jobss-genius.html?_r=0&pagewanted=all&pagewanted=print
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/10/30/opinion/sunday/steve-jobss-genius.html?_r=0&pagewanted=all&pagewanted=print
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o intellect/intelligence 
o ingenuity 
o innovation 

o intuition 
 

 

 

Performance Task # 2 Scoring Guide 

 
4 3 

 

2 

 

1 

 All “Proficient” 
criteria plus: 

 analyzes how two 
or more central 

ideas of the text 
develop, interact 

and build on one 
another 

 writes an 
objective 

summary of the 
text 

 analyzes how 
three key terms 

are defined and  
refined over the 
course of the text 

 cites strong and 
thorough textual 

evidence to 
support analysis 

 demonstrates 

command of 
standard English 

grammar, usage, 
capitalization, 
punctuation, and 

spelling 

 Meets _3  of 
the “Proficient” 

criteria 
 

 Meets fewer 
than _3_ of 

the 
“Proficient” 

criteria 

 Task to be 

repeated 
after re-
teaching 

 Comments: 
 

Key 

4 = Exceeding the Standards 

3= Meeting the Standards (Proficient) 

2= Approaching the Standards 

1= Below Standard 
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Interdisciplinary Connections and 

Related Focus Standards 

Specific to Task #2 

21st Century Learning Skills 

Specific to Task #2 

  Check all those that apply for each task:  

 

❑ Teamwork and Collaboration 

❑ Initiative and Leadership 

Curiosity and Imagination 

❑ Innovation and Creativity  

 Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

❑ Flexibility and Adaptability 

Effective Oral and Written Communication 
Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 

 

 
 

Performance Task # 3 

In Detail 

Focus Standards: RI.11.4, RI.11.5 

Additional Standards: RI.11.1, RI.11.2, SL.11.1 
 

Task 3 Detailed:  Discuss the criteria for being a “genius” and find three possible 
nominees for “The Big Brain” award. 

 

 Prepare for your small group discussion by researching and taking notes on three 
possible nominees for “The Big Brain” award. 

 With your small group, discuss three necessary criteria for someone to attain 
“genius” status and find examples of each in one of the articles, or from your own 

research. 

 Share your ideas as to how one of your nominees exhibits “genius” qualities. 

 As you discuss, take your own notes about the discussion, including: 
o genius criteria 
o nominees other than your own 

o examples of “genius” 
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Performance Task # 3 Scoring Guide 

 
4 3 

 

2 
 

1 

 All “Proficient” 

criteria plus: 

  prepares textual 

material on 
nominees to share 
with other 

members of the 
group. 
 

 prepares notes on 

three possible 
nominees 

 presents ideas 

about one of the 
nominees 

researched 

 refers to evidence 

from texts during 
the discussion 

 poses and 

responds to 
questions that 

probe reasoning 
and evidence 

 clarifies, verifies, 

or challenges 
ideas and 

conclusions 

 records notes that 

include three 
criteria for 
“genius” status  

 records notes that 
include  examples 

of the three 
criteria  

 
 

 Meets _5_ of 

the “Proficient” 
criteria 

 

 Meets fewer 

than _5_ of 
the 
“Proficient” 

criteria 

 Task to be 

repeated 
after re-

teaching 

 Comments: 
 

 
Key 

4 = Exceeding the Standards 

3= Meeting the Standards (Proficient) 

2= Approaching the Standards 

1= Below Standard 
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Performance Task # 4 
In Detail 

Power Standards: W.11.1 

Additional Standards: W.11.4, W.11.5, W.11.8, W.11.10, L.11.1, L.11.2 

 
 

Task 4 Detailed:   Write an argumentative essay supporting your nominee for The Big 
Brain Hall of Fame.  
 

 Consider notes from your reading and discussion to determine who you will 
nominate for The Big Brain Hall of Fame. 

 Use the writing process (draft, confer, revise, edit, publish) to compose an essay 
showing why your nominee is a genius and should be given this honor. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections and 
Related Focus Standards 

Specific to Task #3 

21st Century Learning Skills 

Specific to Task #3 

 
 
 

 Check all those that apply for each task:  
 

Teamwork and Collaboration 

❑ Initiative and Leadership 

❑ Curiosity and Imagination 

❑ Innovation and Creativity  

Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

❑ Flexibility and Adaptability 

Effective Oral and Written Communication 

Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 
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Performance Task # 4 Scoring Guide 

 
4 3 

 

2 
 

1 

 All “Proficient” 

criteria plus: 

 uses words, 

phrases, and 
clauses as well as 
varied syntax to 

link the major 
sections of text, 

create cohesion, 
and clarify 
relationships 

between claims 
and reasons, 

between reasons 
and evidence, 
between claims 

and counterclaims. 

 introduces a 

precise claim in 
support of 
nominee 

 creates an 
organization 

that logically 
sequences 

claim, 
counterclaims, 
reasons, and 

evidence 

 supplying 

relevant 
evidence to 
support claim 

 establishes and 
maintains a 

formal style 
and objective 
tone 

 provides a 
concluding 

statement or 
section that 

follows from 
and supports 
the argument 

presented. 

 presents 

evidence of the 
writing process 
(drafts, 

conferences, 
revisions, etc.) 

 demonstrates 
mastery of 
standard 

 Meets __5_ of 

the “Proficient” 
criteria 
 

 Meets fewer 

than _5_ of 
the 
“Proficient” 

criteria 

 Task to be 

repeated 
after re-

teaching 

 Comments: 
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English 

grammar, 
usage, 

capitalization, 
punctuation, 
and spelling 

 

 
Key 

4 = Exceeding the Standards 

3= Meeting the Standards (Proficient) 

2= Approaching the Standards 

1= Below Standard 

 

Research-Based Effective  
Teaching Strategies 

21st Century Learning Skills 

 Check all those that apply to the unit: 

 
 Identifying Similarities and Differences 

Summarizing and Note Taking 

❑ Reinforcing Effort, Providing Recognition 

❑ Homework and Practice 

❑ Nonlinguistic Representations 

Cooperative Learning 

❑ Setting Objectives, Providing Feedback 

❑ Generating and Testing Hypotheses 

❑ Cues, Questions, and Advance Organizers 

 Interdisciplinary Non-Fiction Writing 

 Check all those that apply to the unit: 

 
Teamwork and Collaboration 

❑ Initiative and Leadership 

❑ Curiosity and Imagination 

 Innovation and Creativity  
Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

❑ Flexibility and Adaptability 

Effective Oral and Written 
Communication 
Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 

Interdisciplinary Connections and 

Related Standards 

Specific to Task #4 

21st Century Learning Skills 

Specific to Task #4 

  Check all those that apply for each task:  

 

❑ Teamwork and Collaboration 

❑ Initiative and Leadership 

❑ Curiosity and Imagination 

❑ Innovation and Creativity  

Critical thinking and Problem Solving 

❑ Flexibility and Adaptability 

Effective Oral and Written Communication 

Accessing and Analyzing Information 

❑ Other 
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Differentiation Strategies 

(Additional Supports + Enrichment) 

Intervention Strategies 

 

 

Additional Supports: 

 Small group instruction 

 Varied questioning strategies 

 Various organizers 

 One-on-one teacher assistance 

 Interest  learning center 

 Pair-Share activities 

 Enlist a student “Expert for the 
Day” 

 
Enrichments for Highly Capable Students 

 More challenging and creative 

work 

 Independent study with higher 

level concepts and skills 
 

 

 Direct/ explicit instruction 

 Additional time 

 Assistive technology 

 Advance organizers 

 Accommodations for learning 

styles or multiple intelligences  

 Adjust pace of lesson/ instruction 

 Modified instruction 

 Peer tutoring 

 Reassessment of lesson or 
teaching style 

 Apply Response to Intervention 
(RTI) methods 

 

 

Specially Designed Instruction for 
Special Education Students 

Strategies for English Language 
Learners 

 

 Additional time 

 Modified assignments appropriate 
to skills and ability 

 Change of pace 

 Small group work 

 Use of visuals or audio to 
enhance lessons 

 Scaffold information 

 Consistent checks for 
understanding (oral and written) 

 Peer mentors 

 Media presentations 

 Dialogues/Skits/Historical 
Readings 

 

 Allow extra response time 

 Cooperative learning groups 

 Building upon student’s prior 

knowledge 

 Questions and activities 

appropriate to student levels of 
English ability 

 Consistent checks for 

understanding (oral and written) 

 Visuals and graphic organizers 

 Connections to primary language 
and culture 

 Assignments modified on an 
individual and as-needed basis 

 Modified reading list 

 Vocabulary acquisition  
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Lessons and Resources  

Grade Eleven 

Unit Three 
Power Standards RI.11.1, RI.11.4, RI.5, W.11.1 

Standard: RI.11.1 

Cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly 
as well as inferences drawn from the text, including determining where the text leaves 
matters uncertain. 
 
Learning Targets: Activities / Lessons DOK 

Level  
Resources 

Draw inferences 
from informational 
text to make and 
support an analysis 
that goes beyond 
the obvious by 
using strong and 
thorough evidence. 

Select a portion of the 
current text to close 
read, using a chart or 
journals to chart 
inferences. 
 
Continue to practice 
inference using the 
sheets in the resource 
column 

 
3 
 

http://www.ereadingworksheets.co
m/free-reading-
worksheets/reading-
comprehension-
worksheets/inferences-
worksheets/ (sheets for in-class 
practice or homework)  

Determine where 
the text leaves 
matters uncertain 
and be able to infer 
what happens next. 

Select a part of a 
chapter or beginning 
of an article, ask 
students to discuss 
and infer what the 
outcome will be. 

 
4 
 
 

Turn and Talk (using prompts 
such as, “Based on what you 
have read, what can you infer 
about the outcome of this 
(chapter, story, character, article 
etc.) 
 

Support 
conclusions with 
explicit and implicit 
textual evidence. 

Synthesize 
evidence from 
throughout the text 
to best support my 
conclusions 

Offer a mini lesson 
defining implicit and 
explicit evidence. 
 
Ask students to list or 
sketch the contents of 
a drawer in their 
home. Exchange with 
a partner, then chart 
what the explicit and 
implicit evidence 
states about the owner 
of the drawer. 
 
 

3 http://www.marlingtonlocal.org/Do
wnloads/Explicit%20and%20Impli
cit%20Textual%20Evidence%20H
andout.pdf (a worksheet to 
practice recognizing implicit vs, 
explicit evidence) 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=hR5q5_Vq9Zo (a video on the 
difference between implicit and 
explicit evidence- dry but short 
and to the point.) 

http://www.ereadingworksheets.com/free-reading-worksheets/reading-comprehension-worksheets/inferences-worksheets/
http://www.ereadingworksheets.com/free-reading-worksheets/reading-comprehension-worksheets/inferences-worksheets/
http://www.ereadingworksheets.com/free-reading-worksheets/reading-comprehension-worksheets/inferences-worksheets/
http://www.ereadingworksheets.com/free-reading-worksheets/reading-comprehension-worksheets/inferences-worksheets/
http://www.ereadingworksheets.com/free-reading-worksheets/reading-comprehension-worksheets/inferences-worksheets/
http://www.ereadingworksheets.com/free-reading-worksheets/reading-comprehension-worksheets/inferences-worksheets/
http://www.marlingtonlocal.org/Downloads/Explicit%20and%20Implicit%20Textual%20Evidence%20Handout.pdf
http://www.marlingtonlocal.org/Downloads/Explicit%20and%20Implicit%20Textual%20Evidence%20Handout.pdf
http://www.marlingtonlocal.org/Downloads/Explicit%20and%20Implicit%20Textual%20Evidence%20Handout.pdf
http://www.marlingtonlocal.org/Downloads/Explicit%20and%20Implicit%20Textual%20Evidence%20Handout.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hR5q5_Vq9Zo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hR5q5_Vq9Zo
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Select a passage from 
the current text for 
close reading, giving 
students a particular 
focus.  Ask students to 
diagram the implicit 
and explicit evidence 
regarding that focus. 
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Standard: RI.11.4 

Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative, 
connotative, and technical meanings; analyze how an author uses and refines the meaning of 

a key term over the course of a text. 
Learning Targets: Activities / Lessons DOK 

Level  
Resources 

Determine how 
figurative, 
connotative, and 
technical words and 
phrases influence 
meaning.  

Give a small group of 
students 5-10 words 
from this list. Ask them 
to determine all the 
meanings of the word 
and the ways it can be 
used. 

3 http://slplessonplans.com/files/mm
wlist.pdf (a lengthy list of multiple 
meaning words) 

Analyze how an 
author uses key 
terms throughout 
the text and how 
refining the 
definition over the 
course of a text 
impacts meaning. 

Ask students to 
examine a selection of 
text for key words.  In 
their annotations, have 
them record their 
understanding of the 
word(s) as the text 
progresses. 

3  Questions for reflection: 

 What was your original 
impression of the word(s)?   

     What did you think it meant? 
 Did you have a different 

perception about the word(s)? 

 What did the author do to 
change your opinion or alter 
your understanding? 

Analyze text for 
word choice and 
analyze how the 
use of language 
advances the 
author's premise. 

Examine the 
specific patterns of 
diction in the text, 
and determine its 
overall impact on 
meaning. 

 

 

 

 

 

Have a mini lesson 
defining or reviewing 
diction. 
 
Ask small groups to 
come up with a 
different ways they 
would say or explain 
something to a 
particular person (For 
example, how would 
you say “I am tired” to 
a friend?  Your mom? 
You boss?) 
 
Use close reading 
techniques to have 
students examine a 
section of text where 
the diction used is 
crucial to the text. 

3 http://www.authorstream.com/Pres
entation/verasoldatenko-2258221-
diction-powerpoint/ (this 
PowerPoint can be used to help 
create a mini lesson on diction)  
 
http://www.syracusecityschools.co
m/tfiles/folder716/ela-grade06-
unit01-
closereadingstrategytoolkit.pdf (a 
chart with prompts, ideas, and 
instructions to lead a close reading 
session) 

 

 

 

http://slplessonplans.com/files/mmwlist.pdf
http://slplessonplans.com/files/mmwlist.pdf
http://www.authorstream.com/Presentation/verasoldatenko-2258221-diction-powerpoint/
http://www.authorstream.com/Presentation/verasoldatenko-2258221-diction-powerpoint/
http://www.authorstream.com/Presentation/verasoldatenko-2258221-diction-powerpoint/
http://www.syracusecityschools.com/tfiles/folder716/ela-grade06-unit01-closereadingstrategytoolkit.pdf
http://www.syracusecityschools.com/tfiles/folder716/ela-grade06-unit01-closereadingstrategytoolkit.pdf
http://www.syracusecityschools.com/tfiles/folder716/ela-grade06-unit01-closereadingstrategytoolkit.pdf
http://www.syracusecityschools.com/tfiles/folder716/ela-grade06-unit01-closereadingstrategytoolkit.pdf
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Standard: RI.5 

 Analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of the structure an author uses in his or her 
exposition or argument, including whether the structure makes points clear, convincing, and 
engaging. 
 
Learning Targets: Activities / Lessons DOK 

Level  
Resources 

How the 
manipulation of 
sentences, 
paragraphs, 
sections, and 
chapters all 
contribute to text 
structure. 

Continue with close 
reading strategies. 

3  

Evaluate the 
author's specific 
choices in text 
structure. 

Analyze the 
effectiveness of a 
text structure in 
supporting the 
author's purpose. 

Analyze and 
evaluate whether 
the text structure 
makes points clear, 
convincing and 
engaging. 

Analyze and 
evaluate whether 
the text structure is 
effective in 
supporting an 
author's idea or 
claim. 

Review types of text 
structure. 
 
Have students use 
their close reading and 
annotation skills in 
order to analyze the 
text structure. 

3 http://www.adlit.org/article/39554/  

(Types of text structure) 
 
https://www.literacycookbook.com/
download.php?did=90 (download 
General Annotation Rubric for 
fiction and nonfiction) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.adlit.org/article/39554/
https://www.literacycookbook.com/download.php?did=90
https://www.literacycookbook.com/download.php?did=90
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Standard: W.11.1 

Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts, using valid 
reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence. 
 
Learning Targets: Activities / Lessons DOK 

Level  
Resources 

An argument is a 
logical way of 
demonstrating that 
a position, belief, or 
conclusion is based 
on reasoning and 
evidence gained 
from analysis of a 
topic or text. 

A claim is a 
debatable thesis 

Mini lesson on 
argument- ask 
students to reflect on 
former arguments or 
debates. What worked 
and what didn’t? 
Why? Segue into 
importance of a good 
argument. 
 
 
Mini lesson on fact vs. 
thesis statement 

4 https://www.teachingchannel.org/
blog/2014/03/12/argument-
writing-is-priority/ (can be used to 
help develop lesson on writing 
argument) 
 
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Nx2-PcBzZjo ( a funny video 
clarifying a topic sentence versus 
a thesis statement.) 

Establish precise, 
knowledgeable 
claims that 
demonstrate a 
thorough analysis 
of a topic or text. 

Use listed worksheets 
to help students 
understand a strong 
thesis 

4 http://penningtonpublishing.com/b
log/wp-
content/uploads/2009/12/Thesis-
Statement-Practice1.pdf 
(worksheets that can be used to 
show how to write a strong thesis) 

Structure 
arguments logically 
and thoroughly 
using relevant 
evidence. 

Interpret, apply 
evidence, and 
establish 
significance to 
support claims. 

Anticipate the 
knowledge, 
concerns, values, 
and biases of the 
audience. 

Structure 
arguments logically 
by sequencing 
claims, 
counterclaims, 
reasons, and 
evidence 

Review use of 
outlines 
 
 
 
 
Mini lesson on claims 
and evidence. 
 
 
 
 
Brief mini lesson on 
how to gear an 
argument towards an 
intended audience 
 
 
 
Continue to work with 
outlines. 
 
Use video listed 
above about claims, 
evidence, and 

4 http://www.holbrook.k12.az.us/sc
hools/HHS/gnovell/home/Forms/A
rgumentGraphicOrganizer.pdf 
(argument graphic organizer) 
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=69btpc8Ds0M (video on claims, 
reasons, and evidence) 
 
 
 
http://www.belmont.edu/english/p
df/Writing%20an%20Argument.pd
f (There is a short segment on the 
bottom of page one that can be 
used to create your mini lesson) 

https://www.teachingchannel.org/blog/2014/03/12/argument-writing-is-priority/
https://www.teachingchannel.org/blog/2014/03/12/argument-writing-is-priority/
https://www.teachingchannel.org/blog/2014/03/12/argument-writing-is-priority/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nx2-PcBzZjo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nx2-PcBzZjo
http://penningtonpublishing.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/Thesis-Statement-Practice1.pdf
http://penningtonpublishing.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/Thesis-Statement-Practice1.pdf
http://penningtonpublishing.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/Thesis-Statement-Practice1.pdf
http://penningtonpublishing.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/Thesis-Statement-Practice1.pdf
http://www.holbrook.k12.az.us/schools/HHS/gnovell/home/Forms/ArgumentGraphicOrganizer.pdf
http://www.holbrook.k12.az.us/schools/HHS/gnovell/home/Forms/ArgumentGraphicOrganizer.pdf
http://www.holbrook.k12.az.us/schools/HHS/gnovell/home/Forms/ArgumentGraphicOrganizer.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69btpc8Ds0M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=69btpc8Ds0M
http://www.belmont.edu/english/pdf/Writing%20an%20Argument.pdf
http://www.belmont.edu/english/pdf/Writing%20an%20Argument.pdf
http://www.belmont.edu/english/pdf/Writing%20an%20Argument.pdf
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reasons. 

Establish and 
maintain a formal 
style and objective 
tone. 

 

Give students a few 
sentences written 
informally; ask them to 
rewrite in a more 
formal style 

3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=sdDBY2-Wmis (a video on 
formal vs. informal writing styles) 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Additional 

Resources for 
Instruction 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
“The Price of Genius” 

http://aspen.us/journal/editions/januaryfebruary-2015/price-
genius  
 

“How the Brain Works” 
http://theweek.com/article/index/248669/12-things-we-know-

about-how-the-brain-works 
 
Video - “How the Brain Works” – Nine minute tutorial on 

neurons, axons, dendrites, synapses, etc. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4O_Wkv66b0  

 
“The End of Genius” 
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/20/opinion/sunday/the-end-of-

genius.html?_r=0 
 

“The Science of Genius”  
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-science-of-
genius/  

 
Video – “How Einstein’s Brain Is Different Than Yours” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnlE9q5IEuI  
 
Video – “What Makes Genius Happen?” Explores the 

difference between a savant (such as “The Rainman”) and a 
genius 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3tHXtN6Dbo  
 
 

“Ten Young Geniuses Shaking Up Science Today” 
http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2009-10/ten-young-

geniuses-shaking-science-today  
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdDBY2-Wmis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sdDBY2-Wmis
http://aspen.us/journal/editions/januaryfebruary-2015/price-genius
http://aspen.us/journal/editions/januaryfebruary-2015/price-genius
http://theweek.com/article/index/248669/12-things-we-know-about-how-the-brain-works
http://theweek.com/article/index/248669/12-things-we-know-about-how-the-brain-works
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y4O_Wkv66b0
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/20/opinion/sunday/the-end-of-genius.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/07/20/opinion/sunday/the-end-of-genius.html?_r=0
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-science-of-genius/
http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/the-science-of-genius/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rnlE9q5IEuI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P3tHXtN6Dbo
http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2009-10/ten-young-geniuses-shaking-science-today
http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2009-10/ten-young-geniuses-shaking-science-today
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Video - “Who is the Next Science Genius?” -  Can be  used to 
stimulate discussion of the attributes of a “genius”. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9rGb7muhTI  

 
“Geniuses Unite” – article to pair with video above 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/christopher-emdin/geniuses-
unite-the-inters_b_1596947.html  
 

“How to Be a Genius” 
http://www.forbes.com/2009/02/27/genius-innovation-oreilly-

technology-breakthroughs_genius.html  
 
“When Brain Damage Unlocks the Genius Within” 

http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2013-02/when-brain-
damage-unlocks-genius-within  

 
Museum of Science and Industry 
“Leonardo DaVinci – Man, Inventor, Genius” – interactive 

exhibit 
http://www.msichicago.org/scrapbook/scrapbook_exhibits/leon

ardo/index.html  
   
“Modern-Day Leonardos” – Interactive website featuring forty 

profiles of contemporary scientists, artists, and inventors 
http://www.msichicago.org/scrapbook/scrapbook_exhibits/leon

ardo/modern/bios2/IDEO_kelley.html  
 
 

 
 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9rGb7muhTI
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/christopher-emdin/geniuses-unite-the-inters_b_1596947.html
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/christopher-emdin/geniuses-unite-the-inters_b_1596947.html
http://www.forbes.com/2009/02/27/genius-innovation-oreilly-technology-breakthroughs_genius.html
http://www.forbes.com/2009/02/27/genius-innovation-oreilly-technology-breakthroughs_genius.html
http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2013-02/when-brain-damage-unlocks-genius-within
http://www.popsci.com/science/article/2013-02/when-brain-damage-unlocks-genius-within
http://www.msichicago.org/scrapbook/scrapbook_exhibits/leonardo/index.html
http://www.msichicago.org/scrapbook/scrapbook_exhibits/leonardo/index.html
http://www.msichicago.org/scrapbook/scrapbook_exhibits/leonardo/modern/bios2/IDEO_kelley.html
http://www.msichicago.org/scrapbook/scrapbook_exhibits/leonardo/modern/bios2/IDEO_kelley.html

